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Coded by Thomas Hirsch

All displayed info are lost when you close the app

No direct interaction with nodes

Is a Java based application 

Completely manually coded
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Layer

The goal is to find a simple way to store
only “Central Layer” data 

Other layers contain derivable information 
(ie. MainLayer converts LatLon in XY position)

Create a method to quickly find these data in the database 
and draw it on the map
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i.e Main tables could be:

Layer

Links

Nodes

Interfaces

Fields and tables depends on which wireless 
communities you are connected
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Interfaces record 

(NodeID, MainAddress(bool), ip)

boolean
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Layer Table

ID - NodeS - NodeD - FirstTimeSt - LastTimeSt - .... 

If two or more layers have the same information I update 
only LastTimeSt

In this way if the network does not  change, then for a 
period of time I can use a single record only

are a NodeID identify a Link
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Src - Dest - FirstTimeSt - LastTimeSt - Etx - Lq - nlq  

is a NodeID

This info are in sync with the routing protocol updates
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MySql Server

Java Enviroment

Freimap Requirements
People won’t install a 

DB

If I’m not connected 
to an OLSR network? 

Bad Performance
but high compatibility

Solution:  Port Freimap as a javascritp WebApp in a central 
Server
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Freimap WebApp - Conclusions

1 Step - Define a common node database schema

II Step - Make a porting from Java to JavaScript

III Step - Create a package for basic installation of the WebApp

This means interoperability of all wireless communities

Porting from Java to Javascript is to difficult to apply

In this way the WabApp could be used by all Wireless Communities

THIS IS REALLY IMPORTANT!
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Bonjour/Avahi is a suite of protocols that consists of 3 
services:

Gsoc project

DNS-SD (DNS - Service Discovery)

mDNS (multicast DNS)

IPv4LL (IPv4 Link Local Addressing)
For automatic IP configuration in a network

For IP to Hostname (e viceversa) translation in a distributed networks

Service Discovery with DNS query

Main goal was to create a datasource for Service Discovery in 
Freimap 
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In the “new” Freimap there are two kind of query:

Multicast Query

Unicast Query

Multicast Query: Unicast Query:
Address: 224.0.0.251

Discover all service on the network

Answer could be to the multicast 
address

Address: Main address of the node

Discover only services of one node

Answer to the originator of the 
request
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Conclusion
Freimap is a really potential software but there are some things that 

must be improoved. 

Service Discovery and Database output is only a part of Freimap.

Weakness:

Solution: Porting  Java Freimap as a WebService with a PHP 
Framework

Scalability

Use

Performance
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